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The essays in this volume take up the history of philosophy of religion and contemporary problems within the discipline. They pursue these tasks as opportunities to correct Eurocentric biases that distort knowledge not only of religions originating beyond the West, but of the West’s own traditions.

This is the first collection of its kind. The contributions re-examine colonial experience in India and the Americas, offering discussion of broad methodological issues, critical re-readings of influential Western interpreters of religion, and arguments that explore blindspots and insights typical of colonial difference when viewed through “non-Western” eyes.

The volume is aimed at advanced undergraduates, graduate students, and professional scholars in philosophy, religion, and related fields. Readers will benefit from its broad coverage of regions, traditions and problems, and the balance of philosophical critique and reconstruction.
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Joomla! 1.5 Site BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2010

	The hands-on example projects in this book are based on fictitious website development briefs, and they illustrate practical ways of applying Joomla! The book dives straight into the process of constructing the featured projects. A chapter is dedicated to each example website project. Each chapter is a separate project booklet, written...
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Build Your Own Low-Power Transmitters: Projects for the Electronics ExperimenterNewnes, 2001
Rudolf Graf and William Sheets have written a book containing twenty low-power (LP) transmitter projects, perfect for the electronics hobbyist and radio experimenter. Now that the FCC has changed its regulations about "pirate" transmissions, more and more people are setting up radio and video stations for broadcast from their homes. Build...
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Automata, Languages and Programming: 31st International Colloquium, ICALP 2004, Turku, Finland, July 12-16, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming, ICALP 2004, held in Turku, Finland, in July 2004.
The 97 revised full papers presented together with abstracts of 6 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 379 submissions. The papers address all current...
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Python DescriptorsApress, 2016

	
		This short book on Python descriptors is a collection of knowledge and ideas from many sources on dealing with and creating descriptors. And, after going through the things all descriptors have in common, the author explores ideas that have multiple ways of being implemented as well as completely new ideas never seen elsewhere before....
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Cocos2d-X Game Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build a plethora of games for various genres using one of the most powerful game engines, Cocos2d-x


	About This Book

	
		Explore the powerful features of Cocos2d-x and use them to your advantage
	
		Tackle commonly faced problems while creating popular 2D games
	
		A step-by-step guide...
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Advanced 3-D Game Programming with DirectX 8.0 (With CD-ROM)Wordware Publishing, 2001
Microsoft’s DirectX is a powerful set of application programming interfaces used for multimedia application development. The latest version offers increased performance, better usability, and more power to create the next generation of interactive entertainment products that rival anything seen in the past. This revision of the best-selling...
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